
Word notes Sunday 03/11/13 Helen Parker 
The Valley of Dry Bones 

 
Summary (read this bit out to remind cell members what was said on Sunday) 
 
Key Texts: Ezekiel 37:1-14 & Luke 13:6-9 
 
Ezekiel comes at a turning point in biblical prophesy: between the pre-exilic calling for repentance by 
threatening judgement on the one hand and post exilic calling for repentance by promising redemption.  Israel 
have got about as low as they can get and God reminds them that Babylonian exile was due to their 
unfaithfulness, their own fault, but this is not the end of the story - they would be restored and God would use 
Israel to bring light to the Gentiles.  Ezekiel’s vision stands alone in the middle/towards the end but is part of 
the whole. See also Ezk 36:26&27 where God promises a new heart and spirit, this is part of God’s overall 
plan for salvation and restoration for mankind. 
 
In the vision the field of bones suggest the aftermath of a battle - the judgement has happened (ch 6). That 
they are dry means they cannot live again, signifying the hopelessness of those in exile. What God commands 
Ezekiel to do seems daft and pointless: The first action, joining the bones together, only yields a bunch of 
corpses, God then applies breath – LIFE, but without the first step the second can't happen - restoration is not 
always immediate, it’s often a journey, and even though something looks complete, without God’s breath of life 
it’s not finished yet. 
 
The personal application of this is that there is no hopelessness with God, His promise of renewal is an 
ongoing spiritual one in His plan. 
 
Jesus’ parable of the barren fig tree in Luke 13:6-9 is a further call to Israel – maybe the last.  One more 
chance for Israel to repent - three years suggests they have had long enough already. The period of grace is 
extended - but only for a short while.  For us there is also a message: 
 
1, God has a right to expect fruit from our lives. Restoration is a process but we don't wait for it to be done 
before expecting fruit - the owner came looking for fruit. Fruit for us means lives changed, salvation. 
 
2, God found not fruit but only leaves.  Both take energy from the tree, but fruit has a higher purpose - 
reproduction, leaves just sustain the tree itself. 
 
3, God is long suffering - He has waited, probably "too long", to see fruit.   His joy not reduced if He waits 
longer yet there is a sense of urgency - there will be a time when Jesus returns and we are taken to heaven. 
 
4, God is merciful – even so now is the time. 
 
5, God's warning is there - the period of grace will end so act.  
 
 
Application (this is the bit where cell members get to participate.  Lead discussions around these points) 
 
What kind of world would it be like if everyone was like you – what would be missing?  Now turn that around – 
what is the Body missing if you’re not doing your part? 
 
What does the fruit in the parable signify for you?  (If you’re leading the discussion try to get beyond simple 
one word answers like “salvation”). 
 
What might need to be dug out in our lives to allow for new fruit – and what needs to be fertilized? 
 
 
Witness (this is the bit where the cell talks and prays about how to share the Good News) 
 
In the “Great Commission” Jesus tells us to “make disciples”, what does that mean to you practically, what are 
you doing, will you do or like to do to make disciples? 


